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Blood in the Mainstreamail
*

tfican Violence: A Documentary His- 
edited by Richard Hofstadter and 

^jiael Wallace. Alfred A Knopf, New 
L ,1970.

whites, but—far more often, perhaps more 
often than any other combination—police 
and whites striking at blacks as slaves, labor 
scabs, ghetto occupants, rent-strikers, or just 
black men. The type of violence has ranged 
from lynching to rioting, from personal 
duels to planned police raids, from spontan
eous and widespread mob eruption to 
isolated and precise political assassination. It 
has emerged from many motivations and 
causes—overthrowing a government, expres
sing racism, repressing radicalism, gaining

%r “ethos of the American capitalist.” the consensus scheme. Neither does the 
The capitalist ethos’ feature of employing tradition of American violence. Hofstadter 

violent force to protect property and can only point out its irrationality, stupid- 
maximize profit gives an indication of ity, and unpredictable results; he cannot 
another element common to most American make it an integrated part of a larger 
uphcavals-their “conservative” bias. Violent historical force or movement. He seems to 
tactics have almost always been used by the imply that Americans, while concentrating 
“haves” or “ins” against the “have-nots.” and channeling their efforts on and through 
Blacks, Orientals, radicals, laborers, and the democratic political structures and 
abolitionists have been the objects of attack capitalist economic system, in a calm, 
rather than the offensive element in an rational, and orderly attempt to realize their 
overwhelming majority of cases, while dispassionately calculated self-interest,

casionally need to release the demonic; they 
have to purge themselves of blind and 
irrational impulses, and do so frequently in 
intermittent but small-scale and circum
scribed group warfare, rather than in a 
large-scale cohesive class warfare fought for 
political goals. Violence seems to be the 
explosive purging of the psyche, a phenom
enon which occurs outside of basic social

■kS \ instantly the police charge on the 
‘ ^archers with riot sticks Hying. At the 

^me time tear gas grenades are seen 
filing into the mass of demonstrators, 
^itd clouds of gas rise over them. Most of 
die crowd is now in flight. The only 

Pro^P : jiscemable case of resistance is that of a 
W* ^archer with a placard on a stick, which

15 |;c uses in an attempt to fend off a
charging policeman. He is successful 
only for an instant. Then he goes down

oc-

l8 ofaide<!
luVe fo / under a shower of blows.
We^ \ ...groups of policemen close in on 

■ *e* isolated individuals and go to work on 
'dll them with their clubs. In several 

3, (o instances, from two to four policemen 
*s tyjjj are seen beating one man. One strikes 

and • him horizontally across the face, using 
ander { his club as he would wield a baseball bat. 

e ^ree Another crashes it down on top of his 
head, and still another is whipping him 

Acuity across the back.
tribute —a husky* middle-aged, bare-headed 
^c0Ur. ;*man has found himself caught far behind 

repre. • the rear ranks of the fleeing marchers.
s !° Between him and the others, the 

poseHi policemen are as thick as flies, but he 
elects to run the gauntlet. The police in 
front have turned around now, and are 
waiting for him. Still trying desperately, 

* he swings to the right. It is no use. There 
are police on the right. He is cornered. 
He turns, still holding high his hands. 
Quickly the bluecoats close in, and the 
night sticks fly...above his head, from 
the sides, from the rear. His upraised

icct.

i. structures and which must occur to prepare 
people to enter the orderly process of 
political, economic, and social development 
that is the mainstream of American history.

Whether or not the United States’
tradition of violence can actually be 
explained by another theory is uncertain; it 
is certain that this tradition’s very existence, 
much less its scope, frequency, and inten
sity, weakens or limits the consensus theory 
of American history rather significantly. 
However, Hofstadter does not let this 
prevent him from analyzing and attacking 
the use of violence by today’s Left from a 
consensus point of view. Admitting that his 
is “largely a prudential argument against the 
use of violence by dissenters,” Hofstadter 
states that violence today, as it did in all 
American yesterdays, serves “the domineer
ing capitalists or trigger-happy police, 
pre-emptory sergeants or fascist hoodlums 

policemen have so often acted as the agents ” the only people who are really efficient 
of whatever establishment happens to be and effective in using violence-not those 
involved in a certain struggle, that occasional working for positive reform. Because

temporary America does not occupy a truly 
revolutionary situation, because the Left-by 
tradition and acclimation-does not use 

Right partially explains the nearly total violence well, and because there is no clear 
absence of civil insurrection from US

os.
s Lamse 
nguages

be said
official • arms fall limply under the flailing blows, 
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and he slumps to the ground in a 
twisting fall, as the clubs continue to 
rain on him.

~ed If you’re thinking that this is a 
^w-by-blow account of the police at
tacking the demonstrators on Chicago’s 

ichigan Avenue at the 1968 Democratic 
invention, you’re only partly right. It is 

L* Chicago police on the attack, but the 
Cects of assault are not assorted hippies, 
spies, clean-Genes, and innocent by-

economic advantages, resolving personal 
antagonisms.

But, as Hofstadter explains in the 
introduction to this anthology, there have 
been a few basic elements underlying the 
majority of violent occurences. The most 
common motivation behind disorderly pub
lic behavior has been racial and ethnic 
hatred, making plausible the theory that 
American heterogeneity is the source of 
American violence: “An examination of 
violent episodes impresses one with the 
delusive and superficial character of the 
‘melting-pot’ image as it has been so often 
applied to our history. The truth is that all 
too often, especially under urban conditions, 
the contents of the melting-pot did not melt; 
or when they did, it was only under fire.” A 
comparison of the many descriptions of 
violent events collected in this book shows 
with striking clarity that Americans have 
been most brutal and intense when expres
sing their racial hatreds; the white sacking 
and lynching parties that stormed through 
black ghettoes in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries displayed a passionate 
savagery far beyond that of any group 
motivated by political or economic impulses. 
The lynching of a black man in Memphis was 
followed by the burning of his corpse; then 
the Southern white women whQse honor and 
purity were being protected by the murder 
pulled teeth and skin off the charred remains 
as souvenirs. And, as a portrayal of human 
bestiality, perhaps the white crowd’s treat
ment of a Negro in East St Louis in 1917 
may stand as a paradigm.

Then the giant Negro toppled to the 
ground. “This is the way,” cried one. He 
ran back a few paces, then ran at the 
prostrate black at full speed and made a 
flying leap.

JHis heels struck right in the middle of 
the battered face. A girl stepped up and 
struck the bleeding man with her foot. 
The blood spurted onto her stocking and 
men laughed and grunted.
Second only to racism in the number of 

violent incidents and level of intensity 
caused has been the economic antagonism 
resulting from labor unions’ organizing and 
striking efforts. In railroads and steel mills, 
car factories and mining camps, “the United 
States has had the bloodiest and most 
violent labor history of any industrial nation 
in the world,” Hofstadter states. This is most 
remarkable in light of the continual refusal 
of all major labor organizations to advocate 
violence as a policy or use it as a tactic. The 
solution of this apparent paradox lies in the

con-
iinpartiality on their part comes as a 
surprise.

That violence is most often used by theaffords 
fom the 

I had 
o be at 
>f touch 
med de-
written toders, but the fathers of today’s Joes- 

26, 'faest, hardworking factory men trying to 
:ket the south Chicago Republic Steel 
sat in 1937. The incident is thus a Typical 
itorical Event-it combines an Eternal

sign that any domestic violence instigated by 
the Left could be controlled, limited, or 

very few local authorities have been ousted successful in achieving a desired end, the 
by force in this country, a very amazing fact Left should not use violence as a political 
in light of the plethora of coups d’etat in the tactic. The pragmatic, rather than moralistic, 
experience of most other nations that have 
the same violence level as the United States.

i history. No national or state government and

answer to the question of using violence, the 
assumption that the Left is, or should be, 

The co-existence of such a high level of working for precise and limited political 
violence with a great degree of political ends, show Hofstadter’s consensus bias. In 
stability is another fundamental trait of the advocating non-violent participation in 
American tradition of disorder, a trait which American politics as the most desirable 
poses a paradox not fully resolved by alternative facing it, he sees today’s Left as 
positing violence’s conservative bias.

Hofstadter does not provide the complete movement which works within the consen- 
solution to the violence-stability paradox, sus framework: “Most of the social reforms 
Instead, he seems to accept eruption of in American history have been brought 
disorder as a foil to the mainstream of about without violence.... The entire appar- 
American history, an exception to the atus of the welfare state...is the achievement 
historical rule, a factor that cannot be of active minorities which...were patient and 
rationally and completely integrated into the non-violent.” 
basic thrust of American life. In his other 
writings, Hofstadter generally allied himself 
with the consensus school of American 
historiography which sees the United States’ 
development as an orderly process in which 
too many people had too large a share of the 
advantages of the American system-a 
combination of more or less free and enlight
ened capitalism with a political system open 
to liberal reform—to wish to eliminate those 
elements of the system which dissatisfied 
them by radical alteration. In other words, 
for most people the worth of the American 
system’s advantages exceeded the worth of 
the advantages which they could obtain by 
overthrowing the system. Thus, most dissat
isfied Americans most of the time have 
worked for change through existing struc- 

and constitutional methods, as Hof
stadter says in American Violence. “Our 
political development has taken place for 

175 years under relatively free condi
tions, with a stable Constitution, free (if not 
always quiet or uncorrupted) elections, 
orderly and effective political parties, and 
working parliamentary institutions.”

Yet before making this statement, Hof
stadter had to acknowledge the “very 
important” exception to this rule embodied 
in the Civil War. As the radical school of 
American historiography has emphasized, 
the Civil War, as well as other movements 
and personalities, does not fit so nicely into

lary
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Jth (the stupid brutality of the Chicago 
$s) with various changing factors (the 
Ocular object, mode, and place of 
ack), the minute study and description of; dormi'

"student :ch keeps the huge American historical
* ^oration in business.

part of the greater American reform

s a
people 

°ns • 
y in ^ i
t to w
trust its pathology in American life.” This 

jp tbJ ddent, and its thousands of repetitions, 
^ tuff' astitute a major part of American history;

. & 107 incidents described in this book 
ppef’'' ^cate the great variety of forms, objects, 

%ations, and perpetrators through which 
^rican violence has exploded.
Even though this anthology does not 

£|ude descriptions or analyses of violence 
v't has been expressed in crime, warfare, 
^ institutions such as slavery, it creates an 
^helming impression of the frequency 
^ which violence has occured in the 

States. Violence
’n,tant in American life, but the varieties 

its expression perhaps comprise the 
pmate tribute to American ingenuity. 
,0fence in some form or another has flared

BASIC PATHOLOGY
lBut it is much more than this; it is an 
ample of what Richard Hofstadter calls “a

CONSENSUS NONSENSE
But Hofstadter s consensus predisposition 

has clearly prevented him from formulating 
an accurate conception of a significant 
portion of the American Left. For in 
expanding Hofstadter’s title of American 
society from “the welfare” to “the warfare- 
welfare state,” many New Leftists show that 
they are not in the tradition of liberal 
reform and do not wish to work by 
non-violent means for a definite and limited 
political end. Rather, they regard the act of 
violent rebellion both as its own end and as a 
beginning of a movement toward their own 
separation from the existing system and its 
inevitable destruction. As such, their vio
lence is chiefly psychological in intent and 
content; it is a redemptive, cathartic, 
purging act, and thus, perhaps, in the 
mainstream of the -American tradition of 
violence.
dismissing it as politically counter-produc
tive, misses its real meaning.

Such a mistake in perception is quite a 
novelty in Hofstadter’s writings. Despite his 
graduate school training in history, he was 
almost always brilliant, perceptive, lucid, 
fair, witty, and never, but never, nit-picking; 
his essay on Woodrow Wilson in The 
American Political Tradition has to be one 

(continued on page 8)
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seems to be a

1
j?1 Annapolis in 1655 to Watts in 1967 
j most places and times in between: 

’^delphia in 1742; Kansas in the 1850’s; 
Jett, Washington in 1916; Chicago in 

A 1894, 1919, 1931, 1937, and 1968; 
a*Orleans in 1866, 1874, and 1891;New 

in 1712, 1766, 1788, 1834, 1837, 
- ;9> 1863, 1935, and 1964; and Detroit in 

% 1943, and 1967. There have been 
different groups playing the roles of 

|*cker and attacked: Whigs attacking 
.psonians, native Americans attacking 
migrants, Pinkerton agents attacking 
rers and strikers attacking scabs, the US 
fly assaulting Army veterans and strikers 
F radicals and Mexicans, blacks assailing

tures

over Hofstadter sees this, but in
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Athletic Shorts
The Calvin men’s varsity volleyball team bounced to defeat last Tuesday 
night. Kellogg Community College took advantage of Calvin's costly 
mistakes, soundly trouncing the Knights in six out of six sets. Next 
Wednesday, March 10, the team will take part in the Midwest 
Intercollegiate Club Division Tournament at the University of Michigan.

Calvin swimmers once again washed out when they participated in the f j 
MIAA league tournament at Alma. Stand-out Craig VanderVeer captured J 
second place in the diving competition, Dave Russo swam away with 
third place in the 200 yard medley, and Jim DeKorne placed third in the 
200 yard backstroke. Final scores were: Albion, 120 points; Kalamazoo,
102 points; Alma, 36 points; Adrian, 34 points; Calvin, 30 points.

The Calvin women's basketball team defeated arch-rival Hope 39-37 last 
Tuesday night. Carolyn Vos contributed 18 points and 30 rebounds, 
including two crucial free throws within the last 25 seconds, while Paula 
Maloley tossed in eight points for the victory.

Below find a compleat schedule of all intramural activities slated for the 
next two weeks.

Monday, March 8 NBA playoffs (first round)
Wednesday, March 10 ABA playoffs (first round)
Thursday, March 11 ABA and NBA quarter-finals 
Monday, March 15 ABA and NBA semi-finals 
Tuesday, March 16 Ping-pong, badminton singles 
Wednesday, March 17 ABA and NBA finals 

Participants for the ping-pong and badminton tournaments should sign 
up at the IM office by March 15. Also, the spring intramural kickoff 
party will be held on Wednesday, March 17.

Rapt gallery looks on as Calvin team chaplain Bob Bosch administers excommunicatory curse to obviously ?r' 
infuriated Olivet opponent. At right, coach’s Mosaic pose fails to forestall Knight defeat

Varsity basketballers share MIAA title [§ 

as Olivet nails down a 73 - 72 triumph >
court to score the winning basket i!0< 
Calvin hurried back down court 'IS 
shot, and got the rebound, but two c* 
Calvin players were holding the ball rfE 
and were called for travelling with ?•L 
four seconds left, relinquishing the iW 
ball to Olivet. Calvin lost 73-72 
and thereby lost a chance for their . 
third straight undisputed MIAA ? m 
championship.

Even in losing, Calvin received Pr< 
outstanding performances from Jim e£ 
Vogelzang and Del Willink. Vogel- 
zang had 18 points and twelve on 
rebounds, while Willink scored 18 
points and pulled down 6 rebounds. far 
Art Tuls followed with fifteen 
points, and Doug Taatjes scored 13. "e

On Saturday night, the Knights 
closed out their season with a 64-53 
decision over Albion. This victory Ph 
ensured Calvin at least a tie for the on 
MIAA title.

t PC
Pa

SIS
(The Knight varsity basketballers straight MIAA basketball cham- 

finished the 1970-71 campaign with pionship. The Knights went into 
a loss to Olivet and a season finale the game leading the league with a 
victory over Albion.

Wednesday night, February 24, with an 8-2 record. Calvin won the 
Calvin travelled to Olivet College first meeting between the two at 
with a chance to wrap up its third Knollcrest by the score of 88-84, in

a very close contest. This game was 
no different, except in the out
come. The lead seesawed continu
ally throughout the evening, with 
neither team able to build up a 
substantial lead. Calvin led at the 
half, 39-38.

During the second half, the 
Comets built up a five point lead, 
but Calvin battled back to tie it up 
at the buzzer, 63-63, on a basket by 
Del Willink.

In the overtime, Calvin jumped 
to an early lead, and with one 
minute and thirty seconds left in 
the first overtime, led by four 
points, thanks to clutch free-throw 
shooting by Doug Taatjes and Jim

Frosh cagers smash Olivet 

in hardcourt season finale
9-1 record, while Olivet was second

In their season finale held at Olivet lead to win by 18 points, 
last Wednesday, the freshmen 
cagers went out in fine style, of his best games of the season, 
running over Olivet by the score of dropping in 15 points and playing

excellent defense in controlling 
The game started out slow with Czubenko in the second half, 

the lead changing hands numerous 
times. The junior varsity defense Laan led the Knights, scoring 19 
had a tough time handling Olivet’s and 18 points respectively and 
star center Ron Czubenko, but dominating the boards with 1 1 
ended the first half leading 30-27. rebounds each.

The second half started at a

Forward Ron Bosch played one \vc

74-55. SPEEDY
MART

Dick Frens and Tom Vander

HASALL 
PARTY NEEDS

The Knights compiled a 45% 
similar pace, but with approxi- shooting percentage from the field 
mately ten minutes to go, the to 38% for Olivet. Calvin also won 
Calvin frosh reeled off 12 straight the rebound battle by a 40-31 
points and gradually stretched the margin.

ubOPEN
912 WEEKDAYS The game began slowly, with j SP< 

the Knights holding a 33-30 half- igr 
time lead. They stretched their lead He 
in the second half, and emerged j de 
with an eleven point victory.

Doug Taatjes, a strong candidate 
for league Most Valuable Player ♦ wa 
Award, led the scoring with 19 > As 
points in his last appearance in a Ge 
Calvin uniform. Art Tuls followed fee 
with fifteen points, while Del rej
Willink and Ron Flietstra each toi 
added ten. Calvin also won the , pic 
battle of the backboards, 39-29, led , 
by Jim Vogelzang’s twelve re
bounds.

9-1 WEEKENDS Vogelzang. Olivet came down with
the ball and scored, narrowing the

AT WEALTHY AND FULLER Calvin lead to 70-72. Calvin missed ye,
its next shot and Olivet took the
rebound. As the teams moved down
the court. Olivet player Bill New-
house was fouled. Me made one of
the two shots, making the score
72-71, with less than thirty seconds
remaining in the overtime. Calvin
was passing the ball around in the
front court when Rick Clackacini ag<intercepted a pass intended for Art St(Tuls, and raced the length of theBaiiwwi We

stu
STRAIGHT SHOOTER (continued from page 5) ist,your of the all-time great works in Amer- earlier Americans’ belief that th 
ican historiography. His death late was the best of nations and tun 
last year makes the introduction to Rather, the recovery of the Kn 
this anthology one of his last state- ledge of American violence sn f 
ments on American history, as well lead Americans to a clearer P® f :
as an analysis of the course of tion of themselves as human Dc • s«
American violence and its co-exist- and of their nation “as a \ yv

full-fledged and somewhat bolster ; rec 
ous member of the fellowshP -a 

Discovering the long-ignored ex- human frailty.” It should also , a 
istence and role of violent disorder today’s Americans to realize J
in American history should not, their situation of upheaval ana1 '
according to Hofstadter, lead Amer- flict is not an exceptional « ^ t
icans to believe that theirs is the normal condition,that they * ^ »
worst of nations and eras, for that swimming in the mainstream 
would be as inaccurate and vain as American history:

Banwnti
atfionmove. BMnG ence with moderate, orderly, and

stable capitalistic democracy.

aciron OldBanwnG Kent
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feu

When one considers A®*1*- ] & 
can history as a whole, ^ 4 ^ 
hard to think of any ).?cSaid \ 
period in which it coul c0n* £ 
that the country has be ^ 
sistently well governe • on 
yet its political system, » jj. 
the whole, a resilient and ^ 
-seasoned one, and _ne mitf* J 
strength of its history 0 nl<?n ». ,\n
assume that it can u iU ‘ ^
enough talent and good >v ^ \ o 
cope with its afflictions^ , ^
cope with them Miniln> stu
think, to master them ^ ^
thoroughly t°on
able fashion. The n t uDCef [ tc 
to slouch onward into n ^. 
tain future like some -

Civ
»oc

! cut
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